
Kenya is following the footsteps of Ethiopia 
in the troubled Somalia. Will it work?? 
                                   By Yusuf A. Mahmood 
Last month the Kenyan Government decided to invade southern Somalia after a 

series of kidnappings of foreign tourists and aid workers by alleged Al-Shabab 

operations. Al-Shabab categorically denied the accusation and blamed the Kenyan 

government for its excuse to create a buffer zone called Jubaland to curb the 

insurgency. It is hard to verify Kenya’s claim amid Somalia’s chaotic situation, 

where many fringe elements, pirate gangs operate freely in the Kenya-Somalia 

borders. 

At any rate, Kenya is a sovereign country and they have the right to defend their 

territories. However, as many analysts in the region describe it, the move to go 

deep into Somalia to fight asymmetric war with Al-Shabab, who seeks all excuses 

to recruit young minds, is less likely to bear fruits other than adding fuel to an 

already engulfed Somalia and its surrounding regions. At a time when Al-Shabab 

leadership was divided on its goals, Kenya’s actions will most probably give 

leverage to Al-Shabab. 

It seems that every country that ventures into Somalia come with their own “Here 

is my solution for Somalia” prescription without understanding the Somali psyche 

and without calculating the risks that such operations entail. Case in point is the 

US “operation restore” hope, where Somali warlords refused to hand their 

weapons, and the US marine found themselves fighting in the streets of 

Mogadishu in vain (The Black Hawk Down) as well as the 2006 Ethiopian debacle. 

After the marines left, the corrupt warlords kept fighting each other, and 

Mogadishu became a living hell for its inhabitants. The so called Somali 

government in exile, first the Transitional National Government (TNG) and later 

the Transitional Federal Government (TFG) were unable to move from Djibouti to 

the capital Mogadishu because of the warlords. The TFG of Abdulahi Yusuf 

managed to have a ground in Baidoa, yet it did not have a gut to step into 



Mogadishu. It was in such a situation that an assortment of sheikhs and clerics 

organized to have a united front, dubbed as Union of Islamic Court (UIC) started 

to seriously change the situation in Somalia. At this moment, the warlords who 

were fighting each other found to have a common enemy in the name of UIC. The 

Bush administrations Islamophobic policy did not spare time to reconcile with the 

warlords and assist them with weapons and other financial matters. These 

interventions galvanized the zeal of the UIC, and they managed to kick out the 

warlords out of Mogadishu and brought a relative peace to the people of Somalia.  

The warlords were on the run, and the US was caught off guards. It was a big blow 

to its strategic interest in the Horn. It is to be noted that after the debacle of black 

hawk down, the US government outsourced its intervention to the horn of African 

governments who were on its payroll. Ethiopia is one of the highly paid US 

regional agents, and it took no time for the regime in Ethiopia to saber rattle and 

invade Somalia in 2006 under the pretext that there were 2000 Eritrean fighters 

in Mogadishu. Meles Zenawi of Ethiopia gave a conflicting reason of his invasion 

to reporters and the Ethiopian Parliament. At one point he claimed that the 

invasion was requested by the TFG, and the troops will stay there for couple of 

weeks. Later he twisted it and justified his invasion as a measure to mop out 

Eritrean fighters.  

In any case, Ethiopia’s ill advised invasion of Somalia changed the game of the day 

to day warfare in Mogadishu. To the many Somalis, Ethiopia is a sworn enemy 

and its invasion and rape of Somali women created an offshoot of UIC – a radical 

extremist Al-Shabab. Al –Shabab brought the concept of suicide bombing, which 

was very alien to Somali culture. Just like the US marines, whose dead soldiers 

were dragged on the streets of Mogadishu, the Ethiopian government soldiers 

were ambushed and killed by Al-Shabab without bringing any peace and security 

to the Somali or their own people. The phantom 2000 Eritrean soldiers were 

nowhere to be found.  The US and Ethiopian Weyane regime were again quick to 

blame Eritrea for their failure in Somalia. The sad thing is that they withdrew from 

Somalia pushing it further into a bottomless pit and trailing behind them a hell 

fire. The regime in Addis has a track record of crying foul and blaming others 



(Eritrea) when the going gets tough, just like what the US government did in Iraq 

and Afghanistan (blaming Syria, Pakistan and Iran).  

Now the Kenyan government is following the footsteps of Ethiopia and don’t 

seem to weigh the pros and cons of their invasion; and as usual they are looking 

for a scapegoat to vent their anger and frustration when they encounter tough 

and rough roads and put themselves into a quagmire. There is no doubt that 

Kenya, despite its neighborhood being rough,  enjoyed relative peace and 

tranquility, with the exception of Al-Qaeda bombing of Nairobi in 1998 and the 

inter-ethnic clashes after vote rigging,. This is attributed to Kenya’s low profile 

and neutrality in the region. However, during the last few years, Kenyan land and 

sea borders have been exposed to illicit activities including arms trafficking and 

piracy by Somalis and corrupt Kenyan officials. Nobody knows the exact number 

of Somali insurgent groups, pirates, and organized crime family that are awash 

over the Somali proper and over the Coast of Indian Oceans. The piracy business 

has attracted all kinds of stake holder, and this in turn has encouraged many to 

venture into the lucrative tourist business in Kenya by kidnapping tourists and 

foreign aid workers.  

It is unfortunate that after Kenya’s first bout of engagement with Al-Shabab some 

quarters in the Kenyan governments are busy blaming Eritrea for helping the 

Shabab groups with three plane loads of weapons. These allegations are without 

any shred of evidence and it is no brainer to understand where it is coming from.  

It is fabricated by Ethiopian intelligence services who advice their Kenyan 

counterpart through IGAD. One has to ask why would Eritrea, at a time of its 

shuttle diplomacy, risk into creating suspicion when the UN Security Council is 

discussing for additional sanctions? What are the US Naval Base in Djibouti and its 

Air Force base in Ethiopia doing, with all their sophisticated satellite and drone 

surveillance? It doesn’t make any sense and it is illogical to accuse Eritrea of 

sending planes flying through the southern Red Sea and then the Indian Oceans to 

Baidoa in Somalia without being detected by US or French surveillance 

instruments. Are the US marines sitting idle or partying 24/7 and having fun on 

the beaches of Djibouti and on Ethiopia’s Arbaminch rain forrest? 



This is not the first time the detractors of Eritrea have come with bizarre 

allegations. It is to be recalled that Ethiopia and some quarters of the opposition 

were disseminating false rumors that Eritrea sent troops to fight alongside of 

Muammar Kaddafi. This irresponsible false and fabricated news have caused 

disappearance and death of some of Eritrean refugees in Libya accused of as 

mercenaries. The Ethiopian Weyane regime keeps circulating unfounded rumors 

that the hard working Eritrean citizens in Kenya, Uganda, and Juba (South Sudan) 

business community, who have contributed positively to the economy of the 

respective countries for many years, are engaged in money laundering and as 

spies.  

The Kenyans should be careful not to take at face value what the Ethiopian 

intelligence service spews out. The regime in Ethiopia has masticated the art of 

divide and rule, and they have made Ethiopia as an ethnic enclave. They know 

they can’t survive without doing it like that. The Ethiopian ethnic groups don’t 

trust each other and they are finding it hard to come up with a united opposition 

front that challenges the minority regime in Addis. They curved out Somalia 

according to their interest and we have Somaliland, Puntland, etc. Kenya is 

following the footsteps and is contemplating of having another land –Jubaland 

and possibly Benadirland. These will definitely not be a long term solution for 

Somalia or its surrounding regions. The Ethiopian regime is likely advising them to 

hunt down ethnic Somalis living in Kenya as potential suspects – groups that are 

linked to Al-Shabab. As the eastern and northern half (1/3) of Kenya is inhabited 

by ethnic Somalis, antagonizing and blanket accusation of these people will not 

help Kenya’s problem; it could even create a secessionist movement in Garissa, 

Wajir, and Marsabit. The Kenyan government should keep a cool head and 

analyze their strategies carefully. Otherwise blaming Eritrea with fabricated 

stories every time they get bogged down will not help their motives and the 

situation in the Horn of Africa. 

 

 

 


